Labor And Profit-Saving Solution

scripClip™ Automated Will Call

Stop will call frustrations, and greatly enhance efficiency in “The Last 10 Feet”

The scripClip automated will call system delivers substantial time and labor savings for the pharmacy’s dispensing process. scripClip is a unique modular pick-to-light system that interfaces with the pharmacy’s point-of-sale system. With LED-enabled hanging Rx bags (or bag clips for bulk or refrigerated items), the system instantly guides pharmacy staff in every step of order preparation, storage, retrieval, and return-to-stock – without mistake or waste.

scripClip’s customizable LED and sound alerts guide the staff member to the right patient order every time, with hanging bags or bag clips.

scripClip installs quickly, is based on RF technology, and easily interfaces to your Point-of-Sale system. The scalable system manages an unlimited number of patient orders in hanging bags and any other location (refrigerator, narc vault, compounding).

scripClip Highlights

- Eliminate time to find patient orders by an average of 35 seconds
- Shorten return-to-stock time, steps, and frustration
- Improved accuracy of medication verification and dispensing – more than 23 million orders safely retrieved with zero errors to date
- Return on investment is typically shorter than 12 months
- Enhanced aesthetics and customer satisfaction

scribeClip is part of Capsa’s end-to-end suite of pharmacy solutions, including counting-plus-verification, inventory and controlled med handling, will call, robotic dispensing, and central fill/mail order.

Will Call search times reduced 46-73%

Quickly locate the right order for the right customer every time

scripClip™
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